POWERED SHIPS - Updated to match revision in internal procedural documents and to address career timing constraints for SWO(N) first tour division officers.

- **Subpara 2a**, updated to align with internal policy regarding the timing of division officer assignments and the types of ships for SWO(N) officers to select for their conventional surface division officer tour
- **Subpara 2b**, updated to address the types of ships to which SWO(N) officers should be assigned for their conventional department head tour
- **Subpara 2c**, updated to address the types of ship to which SWO(N) officers should be assigned for their XO/CO tours
- **Subpara 2d**, updated to clarify the approval authority of N133/PERS-42
- Article has been revised throughout and should be reviewed in its entirety.

(COG: OPNAV (N133))